qualified to give additional information when appropriate.
My message is that television advertising of medical products is no less 'good' advertising for being general and imprecise. Like other kinds of advertising it aims to put the best case, brief though it has to be. Like other kinds of advertising it is competitive; like other kinds of advertising it plays its part in widening people's choice, adding to the range of their actions as free men and women.
Sir John Richardson (St Thomas's Hospital, London) The purpose of this paper is not to discuss whether or not the advertising of proprietary medicines is desirable. This has been decided by the nation and by Acts of Parliament. It is to describe how control over the advertising of medicines is exercised and how this has come about.
Television is beyond doubt a powerful and persuasive medium of communication, and it was fear of its abuse that lay at the root of the violent opposition in 1954 to the proposal to introduce a second television service which would get no share of the licence fees or any other public funds, but would be self-supporting from the sale of time to advertisers. The Television Act of 1954 had a rough and stormy passage through Parliament. Ten years later, in 1964, a new Act was presented to extend the life of ITV, and of television advertising, for another twelve years. This went through without opposition, and perhaps the most remarkable thing about Parliament's calm acceptance of ITV in 1964 was the absence of Parliamentary criticism of advertising which had caused so much apprehension only ten years earlier.
The uproar was over, but it must be stressed that this situation in 1964 was not reached without difficulties, and owed a lot to the serious notice that was taken of the telling and entirely valid criticisms of medical television advertising that were made in 1961 by Lord Taylor in the House of Lords. Consideration of these criticisms in 1961 had, by 1964, led to a code of control which was made statutory by the Television Act of that year. This Act was the most generally powerful of all the many Acts of Parliament that restrict, control or otherwise affect advertisements, and gave to the Independent Television Authority, a public body, not only the power but the duty to do four things: (1) To exclude from television any advertisement that could reasonably be said to be misleading. (2) To define, in consultation with the Postmaster-General, the classes of advertising and methods of advertising that should not be accepted for broadcasting. (3) To produce, in consultation with an advertising advisory committee and a panel of independent medical advisers, a code of advertising standards and practice. (4) To secure compliance with that code.
The Independent Television Authority is therefore, by statute, one of the country's official instruments of consumer protectionand a uniquely powerful one at that. For the advertising of proprietary medicines and for toilet preparations for which therapeutic or prophylactic claims are to be made (and for the advertising of veterinary goods), the Authority must (1) take account of independent medical opinion as to the general principles on which the advertising should be conducted and on the basic rules to be set out in its code of advertising standards and practice;
(2) see that the advice of independent medical consultants is taken by the lay advertising control staff before any new advertisement of this kind is accepted for broadcasting.
For the first taskthe settlement of general principles and the drawing-up of the mandatory code for all television advertisingthe Authority has the help of its advertising advisory committee. This has an independent chairman, four nominees from advertising, three women who represent the consumers' interests and four members who are concerned in particular, in the words of the Television Act, with 'the advertising of goods or services of a medical or surgical nature'. These four members are the nominees of the Ministry of Health, the British Medical Association, the Pharmaceutical Society and the British Dental Association.
The code itself is detailed and long, but a few examples will serve to give an idea of the nature of the restrictions put upon advertisers. There must not be, for instance, any appearance of professional advice being given in TV advertisementsthe appearance of the so-called sales director must not be evocative of a doctor. No cure must be claimed, only relief. It is the questions of the rate and extent of the relief, and its relative value when compared with other preparations, which can be really difficult. No claim for a 'tonic' effect may be made, and spotting an implied tonic effect can require considerable care. Perhaps most important of all, there must be no appeal to fear.
For the application of this complicated code, the second taskthe day-to-day preacceptance checking of individual advertisements the Authority appointed the required medical advisory panel. The Royal Colleges, the British Medical Association and other professional bodies were, of course, consulted about its constitution. There are eleven members of the panel, practising between them general medicine, pharmacology, nutrition, dermatology, analytical chemistry, dentistry and veterinary scienceand there are three 'second opinion' consultants in plediatrics, gynecology and the ear, nose and throat, should their advice be needed. The advisers are free, in addition, to consult any other specialist whose opinion they feel might be helpful.
Members of the medical advisory panel are consulted by the Authority in the drawing-up and modifying of the advertising code, thus contributing to the basic rules as well as to their implementation.
These, then, are the statutory bodies within Independent Television for the control of television advertising in the public interest (Fig 1) : the Authority, a public board, with ultimate responsibility for every advertisement that reaches the screens; the advertising advisory committee, whose members are concerned mainly with general principles; and the medical advisory panel, whose members help with the formulation of the Authority's code but are concerned mainly with its day-to-day application to new advertisements for medical or quasi-medical goods or services.
The statutory responsibilities involve the careful vetting of all television advertisements before they can be accepted for broadcasting. This is done by two specialist groups of staff who work in close co-operation. There is the Authority's own department under its head of advertising control, through which the ITA maintains its overall control of the advertisingnot only of its content, but of its amount and distribution in all television areas and of other aspects. There is also the advertisement copy clearance department of the Independent Television Companies Association (ITCA), under their head of copy control, which deals directly with the advertising agencies and their clients. This department of full-time specialist staff works under the general guidance of an ITCA committee of sales directorsthe copy committeethe chairman of which is closely concerned with the staff of the department on a day-to-day basis. To supplement the day-today discussion of individual advertisements between the Authority's advertising control department and the programme companies' copy clearance department, there is provision for more formal consideration of important general questions by a joint advertisement control committee.
Neither the ITA nor the ITCA of course make any of the advertisements, which are all on film and are never 'live'. The arrangement is that advertisers and their agencies submit scripts of their new 'commercials' in advance of filming to the ITCA copy clearance department, together with substantiation for all specific claims made for their products. Copies are sent to the Authority's advertising control department by the ITCA, with covering notes about the action to be taken in each case. If necessary, the Authority's staff comment on the proposals and raise any points that occur to them. Subject to that, the ITCA proceeds to clear the advertisement scripts along the agreed lines, discussing any questionable elements with the advertising agencies and drawing their attention to anything in the claims or methods of presentation that seems to be in breach of any of the many provisions of the ITV code.
These two departments handle about 8,000 scripts a year -30 or so every working day. Many are fairly straightforward, but more than half of the scripts call for detailed investigation. Last year there were 6,700 original scripts for new advertisements. Nearly 1,000 of them (15%) had to be amended to one degree or another to bring them into line with the official interpretation of the ITV code. This meant further vetting of over 1,500 revised scripts.
Naturally enough, the advertisements for proprietary medicines come under the closest scrutiny of all. Amongst the 6,700 original scripts, 670 (10O%) were for advertisements that called for consultation with the medical advisory panel. They were: (a) 465 scripts (7 %) of new advertisements for 80 toilet preparations, toothpastes, foods and drinks, disinfectants, and so on, for which therapeutic or prophylactic claims were being made; and veterinary products, including pet foods; and (b) 205 scripts (3 Y.) for the advertising of 21 proprietary medicines. The 21 proprietaries were all designed for simple medical situations, mainly single or compound analgesics, indigestion tablets or powders, throat pastilles, cough mixtures and laxatives. All of them are well-known. They are advertised on television for the relief of the simple symptoms of everyday ailments for which commonsense self-medication is not only safe enough, but essential if the Health Service is to avoid breakdown under millions of demands for prescriptions for bottles of aspirin and cough mixtures.
The controls rule out hormone treatments, pile ointments, contact lenses, copper bracelets, and anything called a 'tonic'. Even so, of the 205 scripts for the 21 proprietary medicines that were acceptable in principle, the advertisers were asked to change one script in every four. This removed claims that seemed to have been pushed too far; stopped references to symptoms for which the drugs were not indicated; and got rid of ambiguities that might have been materially misleading. Occasionally, where there are special difficulties, an ITA consultant might meet a manufacturer's own medical experts to straighten out any important point at issue. Normally, however, the discussions with advertisers and their agencies are a matter for the staff of the ITCA and neither they nor the staff of the Authority will approve anything in an advertisement to which the medical advisory panel takes exception.
Having received official approval of their scripts, the advertisers produce their filmed commercials. All of these are seen on closedcircuit television by the control department of the Authority and the programme companies to make sure they are in line with the approved scripts and to check that nothing unforeseen has come into the advertisement during production. The film-makers, while sticking to the script, may have produced a medical commercial that is overdramatictoo 'doom laden' in its tone, style or background music; or, by mere emphasis on a word, or hesitation between two phrases, a new, unexpected and unacceptable impression may have been created. About 2% of the films need minor editing by the advertisers before they are finally accepted for broadcasting.
When all this has been done the Independent Television Authority gets remarkably few letters about advertising. Last year, from over 15 million ITV homes, there were only 60. In correspondence over the years, in the course of audience research and at scores of public meetings addressed by the headquarters and regional staff, there is one kind of advertising about which there has never been a single complaint to the Authority from ordinary viewers -and that is medical advertising. Doctors, in this context, are not of course ordinary viewers, but even they do not write to the ITA with complaints or criticism. When, however, as on one occasion, criticism came from a brief passage in the medical press, every point was examined exhaustively and in detail, and the conclusion was reached by the medical advisory panel and by the advertising advisory committee, with its consumer interest, that the criticisms were unjustified.
The aim in TV medical advertising is to strike the right balance between the public interest and legitimate self-medication, and great care and much expertise goes into doing this.
It is only fair to end on a note other than the censorship of advertising. The programme companies voluntarily find time for the transmission of public service items from the Central Office of Information. Last year nearly 22,000over £2,000,000 worthof these short 'commercial length' films were broadcast free of charge, covering a wide range of subjects on public health, safety and welfare, and thus making some contribution to the prevention of disorders.
Health Authorities' View
Dr R M Shaw (Department ofHealth and Social Security, London)
Television is certainly something that cannot be ignored by health authorities and I hope that I can in some small way contribute to a wider consideration of the subject. I have never personally appeared on television though I was once invited to do so. This was about a year ago when I was attending a meeting of the European Regional Committee of WHO in Dublin. The meeting lasted for five days. During the course of it I introduced a paper which dealt with the steps taken in Britain to control drug addiction. It was a simple factual account of the problem which was intended to inform colleagues from other countries of the way we were proposing to deal with it. It contained nothing new and the whole subject including discussion was disposed of in less than threequarters of an hour. I was surprised, therefore, when I was the one who should be sought out to appear on television. The reason, however, was obvious. Whereas many important matters had been more fully discussed at the meetingmatters such as the epidemiology of ischmmic heart disease and immunization programmes, for example
